Hypothesis = measure
numerical feedback

Introduction.

Brownson talks of dual organizations. TQM and ISO 9000 become a job in this context. Flood suggests
CST in order to relate the TQM process to power issues.
Flood
performance measures and process
measures are linked to power.
Flood wants to implement TQM in a
way that allows open and free
debate as a basis for
According to Flood
current focus

- "what gets measured gets done"
+ TSI
+ B"
What are the models in my exercise.

Hypothesis: level of success gets done measured action feedback.
1) Brunnar: our doubled up neural pe' 
 substituted: fake quickly

2) Flood our bowl on CST.

killed after in buble

3) "What gets measured gets done?" is a 
belief that is shared among many 
audiences and practitioners in TQM, (e.g. Dale, 1997, ..)

I wonder if WMW682 can be used 
now in the context of CST for 
healing more of the prison clients 
by Brunsson.
We can be used as an approach for breaking out of circumstances.

Theresa Rendu

1) Explain a little but more about

2) Describe TSI triple loop learning
   and how it relates to the feedback
   of meanings and feedback.

3) What does Flood say about
   measurements? Nothing.
Sign of experiment

Why do I apply Design Science when I'm trying to figure out how to make people productive and happy?

What is the model? 751 + WCMG.

Theoretical framework:
- triple-loop learning
- environmental scan/sensing feedback
  - (WCMG) TCC
  - TCC

modeller before an SPI-design
Når jeg ikke ved, hvad jeg skal skrive...

1) De vedligeholdes, hvis man...
2) De understøttes med ...

Indtil nu

Pas på, at

AA-felterne ikke Blake

eller nåede opp med undertegnede.

Af alt i alt

Vandtappen i

Hæhollen, men både score?
1) Using CST, many new politics of qualified control were fitted into the facts of AC. Suppose a free field was created, thus evolving improved along the same principle as first suggested by K. Lewis (see, Coldstein 1993).

2) Rather than finding an optimal solution from the purpose of the organization, the 15 people first changed the rules (double vagueness) in order to be able to combine more or less what they desired had been done.
3) Nevertheless, WC MCD was not rejected. It may showed that we also need to monitor the people who make the standards and develop the methods.

4) What are the final insights?

- Kind Lemma (untestable)
- Piaset (untestable)
- Tacan (untestable)

⇒ combined plurality
- untestable (untestable)

⇒ focusing on the socially constructed world of language and mathematics (Flood & Green, 1985)